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The communication destination anonymization problem is one of the problems to be resolved under some
trade-offs in the cyber security field. Several approaches have been proposed for the communication destina-
tion anonymization problem such as Wang’s U-TRI. However, due to the trade-offs that the user cannot take too
expensive costs to make the network performance improved while keeping its security level, there remains the issues
to make anonymization even over a short period of time while giving a good throughput. In this paper, we present
an overview of the approach to solve this issue by introducing autonomously coordinating multiple end-hosts and
a simulation environment to analyze it.

1. Introduction

When defending facilities with the camera network or

patrolling ponds for avoiding illegal disposals by drones,

the networks constituting them also need to be protected

at the same time in order to operate them properly. It

is mentioned that the anonymity of communication desti-

nation in such network is often implemented for this pur-

pose [Wang 17]. U-TRI [Wang 17] has been proposed by

Wang et al as one of the approaches for that purpose.

However, it is mentioned that U-TRI still suffers from an

issue when attackers are allowed to utilize their observed

traffic trends [Wang 17]. In this paper, we present an

overview of the approach to solve this issue by introduc-

ing autonomously coordinating multiple end-hosts and a

simulation environment to analyze it.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Communication Destination Anonymiza-
tion

It is one of the security problems on enterprise local net-

works that attackers are able to gather intelligence such as

which end-hosts are online and which end-hosts are impor-

tant by sniffing traffic in the networks. In order to prevent

this problem, identifiers appear in network traffic need to be

anonymized. PHEAR [Skowyra 16] and U-TRI [Wang 17]

are methods to anonymize addresses in the local network.

U-TRI implement anonymity by updating identifiers repre-

senting the communication destination and source in VIRO,

which is a method of efficiently routing packets using the

Software Defined Network, at random intervals based on

idea of Moving Target Defense [Jajodia 11].
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2.2 Attacks Based on Traffic Trends
As mentioned in the original Wang’s U-TRI pa-

per [Wang 17], U-TRI leaves the problem to allow attack-

ers to attack based on traffic trends. Although the detail

is not clearly mentioned there, the following cases can hap-

pen. For example, on the system where multiple clients

are managed by a server, it is expected that packets whose

destination address or source address is the address of the

server appear frequently since multiple clients communicate

with the server. In such a case, even if the address of each

end-host is updated in a certain period, it is not difficult for

the attacker to identify the address of the server by investi-

gating the appearance situation of the address in a shorter

period than the address-update interval. The primary fac-

tor of that is that, U-TRI implements anonymity in the

medium to long term, but anonymity is not implemented

in the short term. It is possible to make that hard by mak-

ing the address-update interval very short for the purpose of

implementing anonymity. However, shortening the address-

update interval disorderly is not a practical solution since

it is expected that the network performance will be greatly

impaired by increasing the packet loss rate.

In this way, U-TRI leaves the possibility of traffic analy-

sis utilizing the fact that it is difficult to implement short-

term communication destination anonymity and that the

tendency of traffic tends to be biased due to the nature of

the system. In this paper, we will proceed with the nec-

essary discussion to propose a method to effectively imple-

ment short-term anonymity.

3. Overview of Proposed Approach

The aim of our proposed approach is to implement a

short-term anonymity in consideration of the trade-offs with

the network performance while implementing the commu-

nication destination anonymity in the medium to long term

like the U-TRI does. In addition, it is also required to
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Figure 1: The recently updated addresses estimated by the

attacker.

change the strategy automatically and autonomously in

consideration of the current traffic trends since network

traffic changes over time.

Regarding the former requirement, the approach that

each end-host determines the address-update frequency ac-

cording to its own importance level is considered as one of

the ways of satisfying the requirements.

Regarding the latter requirement, the approach that each

end-host determines the address-update frequency accord-

ing to its own packet transmission/reception status and

packet loss is considered as one of the methods satisfying

the requirements.

Therefore, it is possible for each end-host to determine its

own address-update frequency in consideration of its own

importance level, packet transmission/reception status, and

its potential or current level of packet losses. Here, an issue

is found using this approach. The issue of this approach is

that the attackers are able to predict the most recently up-

dated address, that is, the address likely to be the address

pointing to the end-host whose address is being updated fre-

quently, by excluding addresses that have not been observed

for a long time and addresses that have been observed for

a long time among the observed addresses. Figure 2 shows

how an attacker predicts the most recently updated ad-

dress from the observed addresses. Entries 1 to 4 are the

addresses that have not been observed for a long period of

time. Entry 5 is an address that is being observed for a

long period of time. The attacker predicts that entry 6 is

the address that was most recently updated.

In this way, it becomes an issue when attackers are able

to gain much profit by attacking the end-host with high fre-

quency of address-updates if the address-update frequency

can be predicted by attackers. In order to solve this issue,

we also require the ability that allows each end-host to coop-

erate with other end-hosts for giving attackers uncertainty

about their own importance level.

4. Calculation of Attack-Success Rate
by Simulator

In this work, we are preparing a prototype simulator to

evaluate effectiveness our approach. The prototype of simu-

lator has a mechanism to analyze the differences among the

original U-TRI and our approach regarding their abilities

to prevent an attack which utilizes its poor implementa-

tion of anonymity of communication destination (Attacker

Figure 2: Attack-success rate of each attacker against the

address-update interval of the server. The number of end-

hosts except for the server = 6, the address-update interval

of end-host except for the server = 2000 [steps].

A) and an attack which predicts an end-host whose update

frequency of the addresses is high (Attacker B).

On a situation with a network which has one server and

six cameras where each camera communicates with the

server, we analyze the attack-success rate of each attacker

in the case where the attack-success condition is to attack

the server. Figure 2 shows the results on that condition. It

shows the attack-success rate when only the address-update

interval of the server is changed while the address-update

interval of end-hosts are fixed except for the server.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an overview of the approach

to prevent attacks based on the traffic trends which is un-

avoidable in the original U-TRI, which provides the com-

munication destination anonymization problem in the cyber

security field by autonomously coordinating multiple end-

hosts. In addition, we presented a prototype simulator to

analyze differences among the original U-TRI and our ap-

proach.
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